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Roni Deutch, ‘The Tax Lady’, Is 
Back!
! Roni Deutch, known for over two decades as ʻThe Tax 
Lady,ʼ who built the largest tax law firm and tax representation 
business of its kind in the United States is BACK! But, this 
time Roniʼs focus is connecting taxpayers with tax 
professionals if they owe more than $7,500 to the IRS. Why? 
Because of her decades of experience fighting the IRS on 
behalf of tens of thousands of taxpayers nationwide, and 
because of her own personal experience, Roni wants to make 
sure taxpayers get the help they deserve when fighting 
against a very powerful foe and system.

! The author of two best selling books on taxes, “The Tax Ladyʼs Guide to Beating 
the IRS and Saving Big Bucks on Your Taxes”, and, “Surviving the Upcoming Tax 
Disaster,” Roni has been a much sought after guest on numerous talk shows and 
publications including: CNN, FOX, NBC, The Today Show, ABC, CBS, MSNBC, FOX 
Business, Forbes, The Wall Street Journal, entrepreneur.com, and others for tax, 
business, money and political commentary. In addition, Roni also produced an award 
winning tax documentary, built the 4th fastest growing franchise concept at the time and 
provided tax analysis of the 2008 Presidential election for FOX.
! Where has Roni been? There is no question that when a woman shows too much
success, there is a tendency for others to knock her down. That is what happened to 
Roni. Since 2011, she took her 21 years of legal experience fighting the IRS on behalf of 
taxpayers, to the criminal justice system after being charged with the largest number of 
crimes ever filed against a single individual. In a very sensational and public manner, 
California Attorney General Kamala Harris filed a total of 1,609 separate crimes against 
Roni, and after four years of legal wrangling, on August 7, 2015, that same Attorney 
General dropped all 1,609 charges. Roni was not guilty. No culpability. No fraud. No 
dishonesty. No wrongdoing. No moral turpitude. No intentionally shredding 2.2 million 
client documents and no stealing of any clientʼs money! No criminal defendant in the 
country has ever had this many criminal charges dropped against them, so why would a 
political powerhouse like Attorney General Kamala Harris file 1609 separate criminal 
counts against Roni in the first place?
! Now, that her battle with the California State Attorney General is finally over, Roni 
is back as a sought after Business Advisor and Commentator dedicated to helping 
businesses, taxpayers and minorities with their business, tax, criminal and political 
matters. When not fighting the bad guy or helping the underdog, Roni loves spending 
time with family, surfing or watching baseball, especially the San Francisco Giants. Roni 
is energetic, well spoken, relatable, and telegenic.  Roni holds a Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) 
in Pre Law and Ethnic Studies, University of California Berkeley Juris Doctor (J.D.), 
Western State University College of Law Masters of Laws in Taxation, University of the 
Pacific, McGeorge School of Law.
! Roni is available to provide tax, business and political commentary and 
interviews. With over 20 years of media experience, Roni brings professionalism, 
thoughtful commentary and tons of energy to radio, television and print news outlets. To 
ensure her availability for your program or column, please contact Adrian Perez at (916) 
9144665 or email to aperez@pop‐9.com.
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What Roni Deutch Offers to the Media:

“I always preach, ʻhire a tax professional.ʼ  You need 
someone who knows the 75 thousand plus pages of tax 
law.”

“Anytime you go green and save money is just a great thing 
you can do for your taxes...there are so many tax credits that 
everyone needs to know about.”

“Over 38 million people owe the IRS and many of those 
people have no idea how to prepare their tax returns, or 
they went through a divorce, or death.  Or, they could 
be getting bad tax advice.  

Roni Deutch has interviewed and provided commentary for:

“Donʼt panic and make sure you can substantiate every 
number on that return because the IRS will be auditing 
people at unprecedented rates.”
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